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PHYSICS - CLUTCH
CH 18: HEAT AND TEMPERATURE
CONCEPT: TEMPERATURE
● TEMPERATURE is a measurement associated with how _____________ or _____________ a substance is
- Temperature is related to a quantity known as HEAT, but is DISTINCT from heat
● HEAT exchanged between two substances will (usually) change the temperature of the substances
- Heat is a type of _____________ related to temperature
 A change in temperature is related to a change in energy – this will be important later on
● What does it mean to be hot? What does it mean to be cold? These are sensations felt by nerves in our skin
- These nerves react to a heat exchange with a substance in contact with you, such as the air
- If the air is HOTTER, energy (heat) _____________ the nerves  detected as “hot”: a high temperature
- If the air is COLDER, energy _____________ the nerves  detected as “cold”: a low temperature
● But what exactly is temperature? We’ll start with a “naïve” definition:
● TEMPERATURE is a measure of the average kinetic energy of the particles making up a substance
- The faster the particles making up a substance are moving, the [ GREATER / LESSER ] the temperature

EXAMPLE: A hydrogen gas (with a mass of 2u) moves with an average particle speed of 6 m/s, and a nitrogen gas (28u)
moves with an average particle speed of 2 m/s. Which gas is at a higher temperature?
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CH 18: HEAT AND TEMPERATURE
CONCEPT: TEMPERATURE SCALES
● Temperature is measured in THREE common units: _______________, _______________, and ___________________
- In the U.S., the standard unit of temperature is ________________
- In most other countries, the standard unit of temperature is ________________
- The SI unit for temperature is ________________
● You can easily convert between any of the units of temperature:
GIVEN

→

FAHRENHEIT

CELSIUS

FAHRENHEIT

𝑇𝐹

9
𝑇𝐹 = 𝑇𝐶 + 32
5

CELSIUS

5
𝑇𝐶 = (𝑇𝐹 − 32)
9

𝑇𝐶

𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝐾 − 273

KELVIN

5
𝑇𝐾 = (𝑇𝐹 − 32) + 273
9

𝑇𝐾 = 𝑇𝐶 + 273

𝑇𝐾

CONVERTED

KELVIN

↓
𝑇𝐹 =

9
(𝑇 − 273) + 32
5 𝐾

● Kelvin is known as the ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
- This means that 0K is the lowest temperature theoretically possible, known as _________________________
- 0K is not actually possible to achieve – the lowest recorded temperature as of 2015 is 500 nK
- There is no such thing as a true vacuum  0K isn’t reachable – space is about 3K
● Something important to notice is that the Δ𝑇 𝐾 = __________
- That is, the size of one unit of Kelvin is the same as one unit of oC
EXAMPLE: Liquid nitrogen evaporates at a temperature of -196oC. What is this temperature in K? In oF?
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PRACTICE: TEMPERATURE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
3

For liquid hydrogen, H2, we can say the temperature is given by 2 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 = 𝐾𝑎𝑣 , where 𝐾𝑎𝑣 is the average kinetic energy
and 𝑘𝐵 = 1.38 × 10−23 𝐽/𝐾 is the Boltzmann constant. What is the temperature of liquid hydrogen in oC if the average
speed of each molecule is 509 m/s. Note that the mass of atomic hydrogen is 1.6 × 10−27 𝑘𝑔.
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CONCEPT: ZEROTH LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
● Temperature is closely tied to the concept of THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
- Thermal equilibrium exists when two substances in contact with one another are “comfortable” in their state
- Heat is not being transferred between two objects in thermal equilibrium

● Consider two objects, A and B, in contact with one another such that heat can transfer
- When they are in thermal equilibrium, 𝑇𝐴 = 𝑇𝐵

A

● Now consider 3 objects: A, B, and C
- A is in thermal contact with C and B is in thermal contact with C
- A is insulated from B – heat cannot transfer between the two

B

A

B
C

● The ZEROTH LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS states that if 𝑇𝐴 = 𝑇𝐶 and 𝑇𝐵 = 𝑇𝐶 , then 𝑇𝐴 MUST ___________ 𝑇𝐵

● The zeroth law is tied to the definition of temperature:
- It was found experimentally that when two samples of gases are in equilibrium



𝑃1 𝑉1

- This allowed temperature to be quantitatively defined experimentally



𝑅𝑇 =

𝑁1

=

𝑃2 𝑉2
𝑁2
𝑃𝑉
𝑁

- The gas constant 𝑹 was experimentally derived to make the above equation valid, and gives 𝑻 the proper units

EXAMPLE: Hot coffee at 75oC is poured into a ceramic mug at room temperature, 27oC. Are these two systems (the coffee
and the mug) in thermal equilibrium? What if after a long time, the coffee’s temperature dropped down to 55 oC. What is a
reasonable temperature to guess the mug is at?
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CONCEPT: LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION
● Typically, substances [ INCREASE / DECREASE ] their size with an increase in temperature
- This is known as _____________________________
- Thermometers exploit thermal expansion of mercury to measure the temperature of a fluid
● For a substance that is roughly one-dimensional, the expansion is an increase in the substance’s length
- This is known as ______________ EXPANSION
● Substances that are NOT linear can have changes to other dimensions
- There are also AREA EXPANSIONS, for objects that are roughly 2-D, like flat disks
- There are also VOLUME EXPANSIONS, for objects that are 3-D, like a cube
● Substances naturally DO NOT WANT to increase their size – some more than others
- The “allowance” that a substance has for expansions is known as the ___________________________________
- This is due to forces between particles – the stronger the forces, the [ HIGHER / LOWER ] the coefficient
- The units of the expansion coefficients are _________
The resistance to linear expansion, 𝛼, is known as the linear expansion coefficient

● For a substance with an initial length of 𝐿0 , the change in length due to LINEAR EXPANSION is
Δ𝐿 = _____________________
● So, the final length of the substance is
𝐿 = __________________________

𝐿0
Δ𝐿

initial
final
𝐿

EXAMPLE: A thermometer is designed so that at 0oC, the substance in the thermometer is 10 cm long. When the
temperature rises to 30oC, the substance increases in length to 15 cm. What is the expansion coefficient of the substance?
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PRACTICE: DISTANCE BETWEEN TRAIN RAILS
Train tracks are composed of 10 m segments of steel rails. If the temperature outside is 30oC on average, and the
temperature in the factory that produces the rails is 20oC, what length must the steel rails be produced at so that the fit
perfectly end-to-end when laid outside? The linear expansion coefficient of steel is 1.2 x 10-5 K-1.
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CONCEPT: VOLUME THERMAL EXPANSION
● Remember! With an increase in temperature comes an ___________________ in size of a substance
- Increase in size = increase in ______________
● We approximated thermal expansion as being linear for substances that are roughly one dimensional
- More properly, all thermal expansions are increases in volume
- These are referred to, obviously, as VOLUME EXPANSIONS
● Just as a substance has a resistance to increases in length, substances have a resistance to increase in volume
- Like with linear expansions, some substances have a large “allowance” for expansions
- This allowance, 𝛽, is known as the VOLUME EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
● As with linear expansion, the units of the volume expansion coefficients are _______
- The units of ANY expansion coefficients are the same

● For a substance with an initial volume of 𝑉0, the change in volume due to VOLUME EXPANSION is
Δ𝑉 = _____________________
● So, the final volume of the substance is
𝑉 = __________________________

𝑉

𝑉0
initial
final

EXAMPLE: A glass cylinder of 1.5 cm radius and 10 cm height holds 8 cm of mercury. If the initial temperature of the
mercury is 0oC, what temperature does the mercury have to be heated to to reach the brim of the cylinder? The volume
expansion coefficient of mercury is 1.8 × 10−4 𝐾 −1. Ignore any thermal expansion of glass.
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PRACTICE: EXPANDING SPHERE AND CUBE OF SAME MATERIAL
A cube and a sphere are made of the same material. Initially, the sphere just fits inside of the cube; that is, the length of the
cube is twice the radius. If the sphere and cube are both heated up some amount, will the sphere still fit inside the cube?
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CONCEPT: WHAT IS HEAT?
● Remember! Two objects in thermal contact, at different temperatures, will reach thermal equilibrium
- Thermal equilibrium is reached when the _________________ is the same – this is achieved by exchanging heat
- Since temperature depends on _______________________, clearly heat must be an energy quantity
● We want to “naïvely” define heat based on this view:
● HEAT, 𝑸, is nonmechanical energy that is transferred from one substance to another to change temperatures
- As we will see, heat ALWAYS flows [ TO / FROM ] the hotter substance [ TO / FROM ] the colder substance

● Heat doesn’t have much meaning on its own – it doesn’t make any sense to think of HOW MUCH heat a substance has
- Heat only has relevance when it is EXCHANGED, much like work is a CHANGE in energy
 Heat will ALWAYS be considered as an amount of energy __________________ from one substance to another
● Imagine an experiment set up as shown in the figure (Joule’s apparatus)
- The weight is free to fall, spinning the fans inside of the water
- As the fans spin, the water _________________ – this is an experimental fact
 Some amount of heat MUST have been added
● 1 CALORIE of heat is added when the block loses ____________ of potential energy
- This is known as the MECHANICAL EQUIVALENCE OF HEAT
- A calorie is a unit of heat, a Joule is a unit of energy, but they share an equivalence relationship
● The common Calorie, used in the U.S. to denote energy contained in food, is actually 1000 calories, or 1 kcal.
- In Europe, they don’t mark foods with Calories, but with kcal’s

EXAMPLE: A can of soda has around 40g of carbohydrates. Each gram of carbohydrate is about 4 Calories. How many J of
energy does a can of soda contain in its carbohydrates alone?
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CONCEPT: A MICROSCOPIC VIEW OF HEAT AND TEMPERATURE
● Remember! Heat transfer between two substances will change the temperature of the substances
- The question is, “How is heat exchange related to a change in temperature?”
● Remember! Temperature is a measure of the _______________________ of the particles in a substance
 Heat must change this quantity to change the temperature, and therefore heat must be an energy quantity
● Consider two substances, each made of the same material but with substance 1 HOTTER than substance 2
 Particles in substance 1 are moving [ SLOWER / FASTER ] on average than those in substance 2
Substance 1

Substance 2

- If thermal contact is allowed, __________________ occur between particles in substance 1 and substance 2
 Energy is exchanged between the two substances

Δ𝐾

Δ𝑇
● This exchange of energy during collisions between particles in two substances is a TRANSFER OF HEAT
- This is how heat exchange directly determines temperature changes: heat transfer changes kinetic energy
●Heat will continue to be exchanged until THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM is reached, or 𝑇1 _____ 𝑇2
- After equilibrium is reached, heat is still exchanged between the two substances, but now its exchanged equally

● When calculating heat exchange, 𝑸, by CONVENTION
- 𝑄 ____ 0 for heat entering a substance
- 𝑄 ____ 0 for heat leaving a substance
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EXAMPLE: ELASTIC COLLISIONS AT BOUNDARIES BETWEEN IDENTICAL SUBSTANCES
At the boundary between two identical substances, a particle of mass 𝑚 in substance 1, moving at a speed perpendicular to
the boundary of 𝑣⊥ encounters a particle substance 2 moving at a perpendicular speed of 2𝑣⊥ . If they collide elastically,
how much heat is transferred? Which direction does the heat move, to substance 1 or substance 2?
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CONCEPT: SPECIFIC HEAT
● Remember! Heat is an exchange of energy that affects the temperature of a substance
- The question is now, “How much heat is required to change the temperature of a substance?”
● The amount of heat to change the temperature of a substance should depend upon two things:
- The AMOUNT of substance, or the ________________
- The MATERIAL the substance is made of

● The SPECIFIC HEAT, 𝒄, gives us the amount of heat required per unit mass to change the temperature:
𝑐 = ______________
- Commonly, we would rewrite the above equation as

𝑸 = _____________

● The specific heat is a measure of how much a substance resists changes in temperature
- A [ HIGH / LOW ] specific heat means the object strongly resists changes in temperature
EXAMPLE: Water has a specific heat of 1 cal/goC. What is it’s specific heat in SI units? How much heat is required to
increase the temperature of 0.05 kg of water by 15 K?
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PRACTICE: HEAT TO INCREASE THE LENGTH OF COPPER
A piece of copper has a 0.0005 m2 area and a 5 m length. What heat is required to increase the length by 0.5 cm? The
density of copper is 8960 kg/m3, the specific heat is 385 J/kg K and the expansion coefficient is 1.7 x 10-5 K-1.
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CONCEPT: PHASE CHANGES AND LATENT HEAT
● Recall that substances commonly exist in one of three phases: ______________, ______________, or ______________
- When a substance transforms from one phase to another, this is known as a PHASE CHANGE
- Heat is required to change a substance’s phase, just as it’s required to change temperature
● Below is a graph of temperature vs. heat input for a common substance
T

Q

- Temperature increases with heat input as long as a substance IS NOT changing phase
- When a substance is changing phase, heat input DOES NOT change temperature
- The amount of heat required to change phase is known as the _____________________

● The LATENT HEAT, 𝑳, gives us the amount of heat required per unit mass to change phase:
𝐿 = ___________

OR

𝑄 = _______________

● There is a different specific heat for each phase and a different latent heat for the three phase changes:
- Gas  liquid (condensation, evaporation, fusion, vaporization)
- Liquid  solid (freezing, melting)
- Gas  solid (sublimation, deposition)
● The latent heat is the same for a phase change regardless of which direction the change goes in
- e.g. the latent heat for gas  liquid is the same as for liquid  gas, or 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛
EXAMPLE: You have a Styrofoam container of ice while you’re at the beach. If heat enters the container at 93 J/s, how long
will you have before the 5 kg of ice inside the cooler melts? The latent heat of fusion for ice is 334 kJ/kg.
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PRACTICE: LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF SUBSTANCE X
You have an unknown substance, X, which you want to measure the latent heat for. You find that it requires 1.7 x 106 J of
heat to completely evaporate 5 moles of substance X. If substance X has a molecular mass of 225 g/mol, what is 𝐿𝑋,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 ?
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EXAMPLE: FINDING INFORMATION ABOUT HEAT CHANGES IN DATA
0.35 kg of an unknown substance, Z, is in a liquid state at 0oC. You add heat to it at a rate of 0.01 kJ/s and record the
temperature, plotting your results in the following figure. During your experiment, the substance changes phase from a liquid
to a gas. Find a) the specific heat of Z in the liquid phase b) the temperature of the phase chase from liquid to gas c) the
latent heat of vaporization for Z and d) the specific heat of Z in the gaseous phase.

𝑇 (𝑜 𝐶)

97𝑜 𝐶

65𝑜 𝐶
0𝑜 𝐶
0𝑠

15 𝑠

20 𝑠

50 𝑠

𝑡(𝑠)
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CONCEPT: CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE ACROSS PHASES
● Remember! Heat input while in a constant phase [ DOESN’T CHANGE / CHANGES ] a substance’s temperature
- And heat input during a phase transition [ DOES / DOESN’T ], but is required to change the phase
● What heat, then, is required to change the temperature of a substance when it ALSO has to change phase? The sum of:
- The heat to change initial temperature to temperature of phase change
- The latent heat required to change phase
- The heat to change from phase change temperature to final temperature
● For example, consider the temperature vs. heat graph for ice at -15oC transitioning to water at 30oC
T

o

30 C

Q
o

-15 C

● We can see the total amount of heat is the sum of
- The heat to raise the temperature from _______ to the phase change temperature, _______ for ice  water
- ______________________________________________________________
- The heat to raise the temperature from _______ to _______
EXAMPLE: What heat is required to increase the temperature of a 0.05 kg sample of ice from -15oC to 30oC? The specific
heat of ice is 2.05 kJ/kg K, the latent heat of fusion for water is 334 kJ/kg, and the specific heat of water is 4.186 kJ/kg K.
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PRACTICE: SUBLIMATING DRY ICE
The temperature needed to keep CO2 frozen is -78.5oC. What heat is required to sublimate 5kg of dry ice and then raise the
gaseous CO2 to a room temperature of 27oC? The 𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 for CO2 is 571 kJ/kg, and 𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑔 = 0.79 kJ/kg K.
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EXAMPLE: HEAT REMOVED TO FREEZE WATER VAPOR
You have 50 g of water vapor initially at 120oC. If you want to cool this vapor down to a temperature of -30oC, how much
heat do you have to remove from the vapor? Note that the specific heat of water vapor is 2 kJ/kg K, the specific heat of
water is 4.186 kJ/kg K, the specific heat of ice is 2.1 kJ/kg K, the latent heat of vaporization for water is 2,260 kJ/kg, and the
latent heat of fusion of water is 334 kJ/kg.
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CONCEPT: CALORIMETRY
● Calorimetry is the process of measuring how much heat processes take
- This can be used to measure specific heats and latent heats of substances, for instance

● In CALORIMETRY, the heat gained by one ______________ the heat lost by the other
𝑄𝐴 = _______

A
𝑄𝐴

B
𝑄𝐵

EXAMPLE: 500mL of cola has 50 g of ice in it. If the cola starts at 27 oC, how much ice melts for the cola to reach 2oC? The
density of cola 1000 kg/m3, the 𝐿𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of water is 334 kJ/kg, and 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑎 = 0.85 kJ/kg. Assume no heat loss.
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PRACTICE: UNKNOWN NUMBER OF LEAD PELLETS ADDED TO WATER
1g lead pellets are heated to 350 K. How many of these pellets must be added to 500 mL of water so that the equilibrium
temperature is 25oC if the water is initially at 10oC? The specific heat for water is 4.186 kJ/kg K and 0.128 kJ/kg K for lead.
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EXAMPLE: EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE OF COFFEE IN A CUP
350 g of coffee at 75oC is in a 0.15 kg glass at 27oC. If the specific heat of coffee is 8.9 kJ/kg K and the specific heat of the
glass is 0.84kJ/kg K, what is the temperature of the coffee in equilibrium? Assume no heat loss.
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CONCEPT: PHASE DIAGRAMS
● The phase of substances depends upon two things: ____________________ and ____________________
- Plotting one against the other is a __________________________ – a visual representation of all possible phases
- The phase diagram for water is shown in following figure
P

Critical Point

𝑃𝐶
Liquid

Solid
𝑃𝑡

Triple Point

Gas
𝑇𝑡

𝑇𝐶

T

● Two important points exist on a phase diagram:
1) Triple point: the point at which all three phases coexist
2) Critical point: the point past which substance exists as SUPERCRITICAL fluid – existing as both liquid and gas
- NO critical point exists for solid-liquid boundary
P

● Water has a unique phase diagram – the solid-liquid boundary has a negative slope
- Most substances have a positive slope for the solid-liquid boundary
- A more common phase diagram is shown in the figure to the right

Solid

Liquid
Gas
T

EXAMPLE: According to the phase diagram below, which phases can the substance exist at under atmospheric pressure?
5
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PRACTICE: INTERPRETING INFORMATION FROM PHASE DIAGRAMS
A phase diagram for an unknown substance, X, is shown below. Using this diagram, answer the following questions.
a) Under atmospheric pressure, what is the sublimation point of X?
b) What phase is substance X in at (3 x 105 Pa, 60 K)?
c) Which phases can X exist in for temperatures above 80 K under pressures of 6 x 105 Pa or less?

5

P (x 10 Pa)
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

10

20

30

40
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70
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T (K)
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CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER
● So far, we have discussed a lot about the QUANTITY of heat transferred to do things:
- Change the __________________ of the substance
- Change the __________________ of the substance
- Change the __________________ of the substance
● Now we want to talk about HOW heat is transferred

● Heat is TRANSFERRED in one of three ways:
1) ______________________
2) ______________________
3) ______________________
- Each method has a set of equations governing how quickly or how much heat is transferred
- No matter HOW heat is transferred, though, the equations of calorimetry still apply

● CONDUCTION is the transfer of heat from one substance ________________ with another substance
- This was the implied method of heat transfer when discussing calorimetry

𝑇𝐴 > 𝑇𝐵
Q

● CONVECTION is the _____________ transfer of heat from one substance to another

Q

- This is accomplished by directly heating a fluid surrounding the hot substance
- This hot fluid then ___________ due to _________________________, carrying heat upwards with it
- Convection is too complex a process to discuss any further than this
● RADIATION is the release of heat via the emission of _______________________________
- These waves carry an energy _____________ to the heat lost by the substance
- Not every substance can emit thermal radiation – only certain types of substances can
- A hot metal glowing red or white is an example of a substance emitting thermal radiation

WikiMedia Commons: Fir0002/Flagstaffotos
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CONCEPT: CONDUCTION

● Remember! Conduction is the transfer of heat through __________________________
- Conduction is the most common type of heat transfer you will encounter in your studies
- When studying calorimetry, all heat transfers were via conduction
● What we are interested in is how RAPIDLY heat can be conducted from a HOT substance to a COLD substance
- Hot and cold are relative terms – all we mean is one is at a higher temperature than the other
● Materials have a natural allowance for heat flow, known as the THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 𝒌
- The larger the thermal conductivity, the [ SLOWER / FASTER ] heat is conducted

● The CONDUCTION CURRENT is given by

A

𝑇𝐻

𝑇𝐶

Q

𝑯 = ____________________

L

- The conduction current is the rate at which heat is conducted through a substance
- The heat conducted would be given by

𝑸 = _________

so long as 𝑯 is constant

- The conduction current CHANGES as the hot substance becomes cooler and the cold substance becomes hotter
● The conduction current will be a CONSTANT if the hot and cold substances are ____________________
- A RESERVOIR is an infinite source/sink of heat – it can absorb/release an infinite amount of heat with Δ𝑇 = 0

EXAMPLE: A hot reservoir at 100oC is connected to a cold reservoir at 0oC by a 15 cm long piece of iron with a 0.05 m2
cross section. How much heat crosses the piece of iron in 5 s? The thermal conductivity of iron is 79.5 W/mK.
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PRACTICE: ICE MELTING IN A STYROFOAM COOLER
A cubic Styrofoam cooler containing ice on a hot day is shown in the following figure. The thickness of each wall of the
cooler is 15 mm, with a side length of 1 m. If it is 40oC outside, how long will 2 kg of ice last in the cooler? Assume that
during the melting process, the temperature inside the cooler remains at 0 oC and that no heat enters from the bottom of the
cooler. Note that the latent heat of fusion for water is 334 kJ/kg and the thermal conductivity of Styrofoam is 0.033 W/mK.
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CONCEPT: RADIATION
● Remember! Certain hot objects can expend heat in the form of emitted electromagnetic radiation
- Substances that emit thermal radiation are known as _____________________ or _________________________
● As with all waves, a particular electromagnetic wave is defined by its frequency (or its wavelength)
- For light (electromagnetic waves), a particular frequency will be referred to as its ______________
● Blackbodies do not emit light at a single color, but emit light across a SPECTRUM of colors
- The particular color spectrum depends on the temperature of the light
- The color of light that is seen is the brightest color emitted
- As temperatures increase, the light shifts from ___________ to ___________
- At very high temperatures, the light shifts from ___________to ___________

B
𝑇1

𝑇2

𝑇2 > 𝑇1

f

● The RADIANCE OF RADIATION EMITTED by a blackbody-like object is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law
𝒋 = ____________________

where 𝜖 is the EMISSIVITY – 𝜖 = 1 for a true blackbody

- 𝝈 is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and is 𝜎 = 5.67 × 10−8 𝑊/𝑚2 𝐾 4
- RADIANCE is the power per unit surface area of the object emitting the thermal radiation
- Radiance is DIFFERENT than intensity, though they share units, W/m2
● The brightest color in the emission spectrum is given by WEIN’S DISPLACEMENT LAW
- 𝒃 = 2.9 × 10−3 𝑚𝐾 is Wein’s displacement constant

𝝀𝑩𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 = _________

EXAMPLE: A spherical object of 0.01 m radius with an emissivity of 0.8 is heated to a temperature of 1000 K. How much
heat is radiated by this object in 5 ms? What is the brightest color of the radiation? Assume that during these 5 ms, the
temperature of the object does not change.
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PRACTICE: SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE SUN
If the intensity of sunlight measured at the Earth’s surface is 1400 W/m2, what is the surface temperature of the Sun? Treat
the Sun like a true blackbody. Note that the distance from the Earth to the Sun is 1.5 x 10 11 m and the radius of the Sun is
696 million meters.
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